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JULES

Based on MOSES, Cox et al. 1999, Climate Dynamics.
Clark et al. 2011 and Best et al. 2011; Geosci. Mod. Dev.,
Harper et al. 2016, 2018 Geosci. Mod. Dev.

JULES can be run at a
single point …
g C m-2 day-1

Photosynthesis at sites where carbon fluxes are measured

Old model
New Model
Obs

Or globally ….
Observed carbon in vegetation

Observed carbon in soils

Modelled carbon in vegetation

Modelled carbon in soils

Or regionally …

Example of abrupt change in drivers:
Collapse of the Atlantic overturning circulation

Analysis by Mark Williamson based on simulations by Jackson et al. (2015) Climate Dynamics

JULES can be used for
many purposes …
•

Terrestrial water balance

•

River runoﬀ

•

Crops

•

Permafrost

•

Surface energy fluxes

•

Coupled carbon cycle-climate
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What is a land surface
model?

at is•aSomething
Land Surface
that solves Model?
the energy and water budgets:

on conservation
energywater
and mass
mething
that solves
the surface of
energy,
(and carbon) balances
• Based

Rn=λE+SH+G
Net radiation=

dS
=P−E−Rs−Rg
dt

Latent heat flux
+ Sensible heat flux
+ Ground heat flux

ed on first principles: conservation of energy and mass!
1st Generation LSM; Pitman 2003, J. International Climatology

What is a land surface
model?

at is•aSomething
Land Surface
that solves Model?
the energy and water budgets:

on conservation
energywater
and mass
mething
that solves
the surface of
energy,
(and carbon) balances
• Based

Rn=λE+SH+G

dS
=P−E−Rs−Rg
dt
Change in soil water=
Precipitation
+ Evaporation
+ Sub-surface runoff

Overland runoff
ed on first principles: conservation of energy and+mass!

What is a land surface
model?

at is a Land Surface Model?
• Something that solves the energy and water budgets:

mething that solves the surface energy, water (and carbon) balances
• Based on conservation of energy and mass

Rn=λE+SH+G

•

dS
=P−E−Rs−Rg
dt

Later generations added carbon budgets
ed on first principles: conservation of energy and mass!

sed a simple energy balance equation, ignoring heat conduction into the soil (a
the lack of the diurnal or seasonal cycle). Manabe (1969) implemented a globally
r-holding capacity, where evaporation was limited by soil water content below
re exceeded
a prescribed limit, then
further
precipitation generated runoff. This
First generation
Second
generation
y is commonly
called
theof‘Manabe•bucket
model’.
Manabe (1969) acknowledged
• “Bucket”
model
Stomatal
conductance
cations, but
defended them on the• basis
that representation
he was exploring climate within a
hydrology
“Big Leaf”
framework.
Despite the caveats andof simplifications,
Manabe (1969) was a key
• No representation
vegetation
of vegetation
and surface
processes in climate models. An illustration of the basic conceptual
model is shown in Figure 8.A. J. PITMAN

Evolution of LSMs

1980

1990

Calculations of
photosynthesis and
stomatal conductance

Sellers et al. 1997; Pitman 2003, J. International Climatology

Figure 10. Schematic of a cross-section of a leaf. The resistance not defined in the text is the mesophyll resistance (rm )

Evolution of LSMs
First generation
• “Bucket” model of
hydrology
• No representation
of vegetation
1980

Second generation
• Stomatal conductance
• “Big Leaf” representation
of vegetation

Third generation
• Photosynthesis
• Carbon cycle

1990

• Scale from leaf to canopy
• Net primary production of plants input carbon into land,

respiration removes it —> representation of terrestrial carbon
cycle

Sellers et al. 1997; Pitman 2003, J.
International Climatology

Evolution of LSMs

3rd generation LSM:
First generation
•Photosynthesis
• “Bucket” model of
•Carbon
cycle
hydrology
• No representation
of vegetation
1980

1990

Fourth generation
• Biogeography
• vegetation
dynamics
2000s

B2:
ellers et al., 1992

Vegetation dynamics
Second generation
Third generation
(biogeography)
• Stomatal conductance
• Photosynthesis
• “Big Leaf” representation
of vegetation
1990

• Carbon cycle

So what about JULES?

So what about JULES?
TRIFFID: dynamic
vegetation

MOSES: surface exchange

Climate Dynamics (1999) 15 : 183—203

! Springer-Verlag 1999

P. M. Cox · R. A. Betts · C. B. Bunton
R. L. H. Essery · P. R. Rowntree · J. Smith

Climate Dynamics (1999) 15 : 183—203

! Springer-Verlag 1999

The impact of new land
surface physics on the GCM simulation
Journal of Hydrology 212–213 (1998) 79–94
of climate and climate sensitivity

P. M. Cox · R. A. Betts · C. B. Bunton
R. L. H. Essery · P. R. Rowntree · J. Smith
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Abstract Recent improvements
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climate model include the introduction of a new land spread in the results (Henderson-Sellers et al. 1996), but
surface scheme called ‘‘MOSES’’ (Met Oﬃce Surface it is still unclear how this spread is aﬀected by coupling
Exchange Scheme). MOSES is built on the previous the schemes to a host atmospheric model. Moreover,
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A canopy conductance and photosynthesis model for use in a GCM
land surface scheme
P.M. Cox *, C. Huntingford , R.J. Harding

diﬀerences amongst these schemes can lead to a wide
spread in the results (Henderson-Sellers et al. 1996), but
it is still unclear how this spread is aﬀected by coupling

So what about JULES?
MOSES: surface
exchange

TRIFFID: dynamic
vegetation
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Terrestrial ecosystems play an important role in lan
profile papers concerning the land-surface and climate over
The large differences in the response of the surface fluxes

sed a simple energy balance equation, ignoring heat conduction into the soil (a
the lack of the diurnal or seasonal cycle). Manabe (1969) implemented a globally
r-holding capacity, where evaporation was limited by soil water content below
re exceeded
a prescribed limit, then further precipitation generated runoff. This
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Fig. 1. Modular structure of the JULES model. T
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Despite the caveats and simplifications, Manabe
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• No representation
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of vegetation
and surface
processes in climate models. An illustration of the basic conceptual
model is shown in Figure 8.

Evolution of LSMs
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Figure 10. Schematic of a cross-section of a leaf. The resistance not defined in the text is the mesophyll resistance (rm )

Evolution of LSMs
First generation
• “Bucket” model of
hydrology
• No representation
of vegetation

Second generation
• Stomatal conductance
• “Big Leaf” representation
of vegetation

1980

Third generation
• Photosynthesis
• Carbon cycle

1990

• Scale from leaf to canopy (depends on canopy radiation scheme)
• Net primary production of plants input carbon into land, respiration removes it —>
706
D. B. Clark et al.: JULES: carbon fluxes and vegetation dynamics
representation
of terrestrial carbon cycle
Table 3. Summary of options available for the calculation of canopy photosynthesis.
Option

Leaf to canopy scaling

Radiation

N profile

Inhibition of leaf
respiration in light

1
2
3

Big leaf
Multi-layer
Multi-layer radiation with
two classes (sunlit and shaded)
for photosynthesis
Multi-layer
Multi-layer including sunlit and
shaded leaves in each layer

Beer’s law
Two stream
Two stream

Beer’s law
Constant through canopy
Constant through canopy

no
no
no

Two stream
Two stream with
sunfleck penetration

Decreases through canopy
Decreases through canopy

yes
yes

4
5

A comparison of the vertical profile of absorbed incident
PAR calculated with the two-stream approach against the

Clark et al. 2011; Sellers et al.
shaded leaves absorb only diffuse radiation.
The fraction
of J. International
1997; Pitman
2003,
sunlit leaves (fsun ), is defined as:
Climatology

Canopy Radiation
CanRadMod = 1
Average, “big leaf”
CanRadMod = 6
1. Canopy divided into 10
layers
2. Direct and diﬀuse beam
3. Sunflecks
4. Leaf respiration inhibited
in light
5. N decreases through
canopy
0.002
0.0018
0.0016
0.0014

CRM4, 5

0.0012

CRM6, LAI=5

0.001

CRM6, LAI=3

0.0008

CRM6, LAI=1

0.0006

CRM6, LAI=7

These factors determine net
photosynthesis of the plant

0.0004
0.0002
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

CanRadMod6: See Harper et al. 2018

Evolution of LSMs

3rd generation LSM:
First generation
•Photosynthesis
• “Bucket” model of
•Carbon
cycle
hydrology
• No representation
of vegetation
1980

1990

Fourth generation
• Biogeography
• vegetation
dynamics
2000s

B2:
ellers et al., 1992

Vegetation dynamics
Second generation
Third generation
(biogeography)
• Stomatal conductance
• Photosynthesis
• “Big Leaf” representation
of vegetation
1990

• Carbon cycle

S: carbon fluxes and vegetation dynamics
1
v (360 days)
1
r (360 days)
PFT-specific parameters for TRIFFID.

711

Disturbance rate
Turnover rate for
root biomass
1
Broadleaf
C3 rate Cfor
days) Needleleaf
Turnover
4
w (360
tree
treewoodygrass
grass
biomass
Lmax
Maximum
Disturbance rate
0.005
0.007
0.20 LAI
0.20
C for
Turnover rate for
0.15Minimum
0.25 LAI
0.25
Lmin 0.25

TRIFFID

(360 days) 1
360 days) 1

root biomass spreading
(360 days) 1 Turnover rate for
0.005
woody biomass
Maximum
LAI
9.00
ax
5 Vegetation
dynamics
Minimum LAI
1.00
in

0.005

0.20

0.20

5.00
1.00

4.00
1.00

4.00
1.00

0.005
0.25

0.007
0.15

0.20
0.25

Shrub
0.005

0.005

0.20

0.059.00
0.251.00

5.00
1.00

4.00
1.00

NPP:
f(PFT)

0.20
0.05
0.25
0.25
Depends

on 𝜆, a
function
of phenology
0.20
0.05
4.00 C for
3.00
1.00
1.00

growth

0.05

3.00
1.00

dCv
The dynamic vegetation model used in JULES is TRIFFID
= (1
)5 3l C in leaves,
(5
dt
assumed to be either coms(Cox, 2001). Each land grid box is Fractional
! and
roots,
X
pletely covered by permanent icedC
(in
which case TRIFFID is
d⌫
coverage
v
model used in JULES is TRIFFID
Cv
= (51)
5⌫⇤ 1
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At
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dt
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j
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surface
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to
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X
nent
ice and
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TRIFFID
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d⌫
C
= 5⌫
cij ⌫the
v
⇤ 1
j
etime-constant
cover. At these non-ice
points,
the the 5dtPFTs
fractions
while
compete
for
re-⌫ ⌫⇤ Cv where 5 is(52)
the net primary productivity per unit vegeta
j
1
pes
(if
present)
are
assumed
to
have
maining coverage as simulated by TRIFFID. The final sur(Natural
area of theLitterfall
PFT in question,
3l is the local litterfall ra
while the 5 PFTs compete for the rewhere
5
is
the
net
primary
productivity
per
unit
vegetated
face type, bare soil, is the remaining space after simulating
turnover)
andlitterfall
ulated by TRIFFID. 1 The final surv is the
area of the PFT
in question,
3l is the local
rate, large-scale disturbance rate. ⌫⇤ = max{⌫,
Litterfall
(due
to
coverage
ofafter
the simulating
vegetation types.
ethe
remaining
space
✏ = 0.01 is the “seed fraction”. Under most circu
and v is the large-scale disturbance rate.where
⌫⇤ = max{⌫,✏},
competition)
ationThe
types.
5 PFTs of TRIFFID were
chosen
set Under
where
✏ = 0.01asis atheminimal
“seed fraction”.
most ⌫
circumstances
⇤ is identical to the a real fraction, ⌫, but each P
FID
were
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a
minimal
set
stances ⌫⇤structure
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to thecanopy
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to represent the variation in vegetation
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Soil
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that
⌫
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⇤
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root
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function (e.g. C3 versus C4 photosynnction
(e.g.
C3 versus
C4and
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of both biophysical
and biogeochemical
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biophysical
and biogeochemical
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the fractional
the fractional coverage (Eq. 52), and the remainder
increasescoverage (Eq. 52), and the remainder increa
Earth
System Models.
The number
vegetation
feedbacks
in Earth System
Models.
the carbon
content ofThe
the number
existing vegetated
(Eq. 51).
thearea
carbon
content of the existing vegetated area (Eq. 5
Ms
typically
ranges
from
2
(Brovkin
In
the
vegetation part of JULES code
Defaultranges
values of
PFT-specific
parameters for TRIFFID are
of PFTs defined in DGVMs typically
from
2 (Brovkin
Default
values
of PFT-specific parameters for TRIFFID
et al., 2003) and depends on the ecogiven
in
Table
6.
etrepresented
al., 1997)intothe10model
(Sitch
and depends on the ecoly
andet
theal., 2003)
given
Table
The competition coefficients, cij , represent
the in
impact
of 6.
explicitly
in the model and the
orlogical
definingprocesses
parameter values,
which represented
The competition
coefficients, cij , represent the impact
vegetation type j on the vegetation type of interest.
These
latter is especially
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to for
landdefining
availability
of field
data
parameter
which
coefficients
all lie values,
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and unity,
so that compevegetation
type j on the vegetation type of interest. Th
rth
System
Models
as
these
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From Clark et al. 2011, Harper et al. 2018
tition
for
space
acts
to
reduce
the
growth
of
⌫
that
would
is often incomplete. The latter is especially relevant to land
coefficients
all
lie
between zero and unity, so that com
both ecophysiological and physical
otherwise
occur
(i.e.
it
produces
density-dependent
litter
prosurface models within Earth System Models as these require

Evolution of LSMs

3rd generation LSM:
First generation
•Photosynthesis
• “Bucket” model of
•Carbon
cycle
hydrology
• No representation
of vegetation
1980

1990

Fourth generation
• Biogeography
• vegetation
dynamics
2000s

B2:
ellers et al., 1992

Vegetation dynamics
Second generation
Third generation
(biogeography)
• Stomatal conductance
• Photosynthesis
• “Big Leaf” representation
of vegetation

• Carbon cycle

1990
Some other things I haven’t
mentioned …
• Hydrology
• Soil physics
• Snow processes
• Rivers, inundation, runoff
• Phenology
• N cycle
• Fires
• Land use and agriculture
See http://jules.jchmr.org/
content/about for more info
or ask one of us.
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